Steps for Connecting an Existing ORCID to Rutgers NetID

1. Log in: http://personalinfo.rutgers.edu
2. Click the ORCID tab
3. Click “Create or Connect your ORCID ID” at the bottom to sign in
4. Sign in to Your ORCID Account
5. Authorize Rutgers to access your ORCID record
6. Wait, Not Linked Yet! Click “Log in to ORCID” to sign in
7. Log in to ORCID and Complete the Linking Process. Need to do this linking step only once
8. Your ORCID Account is Created and Linked to Rutgers
9. You may log in to ORCID either at http://orcid.org or http://personalinfo.rutgers.edu with your NetID
10. Ready to add your scholarly works to your ORCID profile

Contact: orcid@libraries.rutgers.edu
https://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/services-for-researchers/orcid